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Abstract In this review, we highlight new insights into the conceptualization of the vulnerability of social-environmental systems and identify critical points of convergence of what otherwise might be characterized as disparate fields of research. We argue that a diversity of approaches to studying vulnerability is necessary in order to address the full complexity of the concept and that the approaches are in large part complementary. An emerging consensus on the issues of critical importance to vulnerability reduction—including concerns of equity and social justice—and growing synergy among conceptual frameworks promise even greater relevancy and utility for decision makers in the near future. We synthesize the current literature with an outline of core assessment components and key questions to guide the trajectory of future research.
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INTRODUCTION

In its most basic sense, vulnerability conveys the idea of susceptibility to damage or harm (1), but much debate remains around how to characterize vulnerability in theory and practice (2–6). In this review, we highlight new insights into the conceptualization of vulnerability—particularly from the ecological sciences—and identify critical points of convergence of what otherwise might be characterized as disparate fields of research. Although there continues to be some confusion in the use of vulnerability terminology and concepts, we argue that the diverse approaches to studying vulnerability can essentially be viewed as complementary and even necessary to address the full complexity of the concept and its relation to social-environmental systems. An emerging consensus on the issues of critical importance to vulnerability reduction, including concerns of equity and social justice, and growing synergy among conceptual frameworks suggest that in the near future vulnerability research may achieve far greater relevancy and utility for decision makers.

We focus on recent research and assessments of vulnerability associated with human-environment interactions. The research we review encompasses proposals for new theoretical approaches and conceptual frameworks, academic explorations of the causes and consequences of harm and loss for particular peoples and places, and applied projects designed to identify populations and peoples at risk and offer viable solutions for their vulnerabilities. Although vulnerability assessments are not necessarily local in nature, they do address specific characteristics—socioeconomic, biophysical, cultural, historical, political—of defined regions and places (7, 8). Given that climate change has served as both a theoretical and empirical focus in recent vulnerability literature, we incorporate much of this literature here in addition to other perspectives from the literatures of economic development, disaster policy, and natural resource management. Much of this literature recognizes that although important headway has been made in linking vulnerability research to policy and practice, stronger ties are needed (2, 9).

Vulnerability has frequently been characterized as a function of both a system’s exposure and sensitivity to stress and its capacity to absorb or cope with the effects of these stressors (10); however, neither these attributes nor the relationships between them are well defined. Clarifying the meaning and use of the concept of
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vulnerability has thus become a central focus of recent cross-disciplinary efforts in vulnerability analysis.\(^1\)

The debate over vulnerability definitions and vulnerability assessment practice has emerged from three broad intellectual lineages: (a) studies that draw heavily from risk/hazard or biophysical approaches, (b) the application of political-ecological and/or political-economic frameworks, and (c) recent research on vulnerability inspired by the concept of resilience in ecology. Each of these three general lineages (summarized in Table 1) has led to different methodological choices and units of analysis—and thus has resulted in different normative conclusions about the best ways to address the study of vulnerability.

In the following section, we describe broadly these three conceptual lineages of vulnerability research. In practice, however, hybrid approaches are increasingly producing both new insights into the causes and consequences of vulnerability and innovation in vulnerability metrics. This hybridization also contributes to some of the present confusion over the meaning of vulnerability while simultaneously generating productive and rich debates over what type of research framework will facilitate the integration of disparate ideas and bridge distinct worldviews. In the section Recent Vulnerability Research and Practice, we review some of the vulnerability assessments that have been produced since the mid-1990s to illustrate the evolution and hybridization of research in recent years as well as to highlight core concepts and new approaches that are emerging in practice of vulnerability research. In the section Current Challenges in Vulnerability Analysis, we return to the conceptual literature to highlight four issues that now appear central to the future trajectory of vulnerability research. In the section Integrating Approaches, we present two recent frameworks for vulnerability assessment and present our own synthesis of the literature. We conclude by stressing that vulnerability is fundamentally a relative concept concerned with issues of social justice, equity, and opportunity.

TRACING THE LINEAGES OF CURRENT VULNERABILITY RESEARCH

Although the field of vulnerability assessment is considered by some to be fragmented (11), there is a considerable amount of research that builds on theoretical insights from multiple disciplines in which researchers have drawn from a variety of methods and tools to investigate the question at hand. The literature does, however, illustrate distinct points of view that can be traced to how vulnerability has evolved within particular research paradigms. These lineages have led to

\(^1\)See, for example, the results of two workshops on vulnerability, that of Kasterson & Kasterson (2) and that organized by the International Human Dimensions Program in 2005, the results of which are published in volume 16 of *Global Environmental Change*. 
### TABLE 1  A comparison of three conceptual lineages of contemporary vulnerability research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point of comparison</th>
<th>Risk/hazard</th>
<th>Political economy/political ecology</th>
<th>Ecological resilience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focal questions</strong></td>
<td>What are the hazards? What are the impacts? Where and when?</td>
<td>How are people and places affected differently? What explains differential capacities to cope and adapt? What are the causes and consequences of differential susceptibility?</td>
<td>Why and how do systems change? What is the capacity to respond to change? What are the underlying processes that control the ability to cope or adapt?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key attributes</strong></td>
<td>Exposure (physical threat, external to system), sensitivity</td>
<td>Capacity, sensitivity, exposure</td>
<td>Thresholds of change, reorganization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exposure unit</strong></td>
<td>Places, sectors, activities, landscapes, regions</td>
<td>Individuals, households, social groups, communities, livelihoods</td>
<td>Ecosystems, coupled human-environmental systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision scale of assessment audience</strong></td>
<td>Regional, global</td>
<td>Local, regional, global</td>
<td>Landscapes, ecoregions, multiple scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Selected definitions</strong></td>
<td>“...the likelihood that an individual or group will be exposed to and adversely affected by a hazard. It is the interaction of the hazards place with the social profile of communities” (7, p. 532) “...the idea of potential for negative consequences which are difficult to ameliorate through adaptive measures given the range of possible climate changes that might reasonably occur” (10a, p. 774)</td>
<td>“The characteristics of a person or persons in terms of their capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the impact of a natural hazard” (20, p. 9) “Vulnerability comes at the confluence of underdevelopment, social and economic marginality, and the inability to garner sufficient resources to maintain the natural-resource base and to cope with the climatological and ecological instabilities of semi-arid zones.” (23, p. 28)</td>
<td>Vulnerability defined as the opposite of resilience, where resilience is “the capacity of a system to undergo disturbance and maintain its functions and controls” (10b, 45, p. 767) “Resilience has the following characteristics: a) the amount of change a system can undergo; b) the degree to which the system is capable of self-organization; c) the degree to which the system can build the capacity to learn and adapt” (45, p. 767)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
differences in the purpose of vulnerability assessment; the concepts central to vulnerability analysis, the primary subject of concern; and the spatial, temporal, and decision scales of vulnerability analysis (Table 1). These distinct perspectives on the problem of vulnerability can either represent opportunities for synthetic and collaborative research or can constrain the science from reaching ultimate goals of fundamental understanding and social utility.

Risk-Hazard

Risk-hazard approaches to understanding vulnerability have evolved from the vast natural hazards literature in geography and the theoretical contributions of White (12), Burton et al. (13), and others on hazard characterization, risk thresholds, human behavior, and adjustment to environmental risk. This research lineage has been particularly well represented in the work of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and in research on consequences of climate change. Using the biophysical threat as the point of departure, risk-hazard researchers have essentially set out to describe on a very broad scale (a) to what we are vulnerable, (b) what consequences might be expected, and (c) where and when those impacts may occur.

Risk-hazard approaches tend to consider negative outcomes as functions of both biophysical risk factors (for example, in the climate change literature, a change in temperature, precipitation or the frequency of extreme events) and the "potential for loss" of a specific exposed population (7, 14). When this potential for loss is realized in negative outcomes, such outcomes serve as a rough equivalent to vulnerability, allowing the ex post identification of the existence of vulnerability in a specific system.

The type of research promoted through the U.S. Country Studies Program on climate change in the early 1990s (15, 16), for example, could be considered as offering first approximations of a system’s sensitivity to risk (17), and some quantification of the possible economic and social losses that could be expected with global warming. In practice, however, the results of these efforts to quantify damage have often been used as rough proxies for vulnerability, leading to the conflation of causal processes and conditions with outcomes (1, 4, 14). For example, Iglesias et al. (18) evaluated the vulnerability of crop production in Asia to climate change by comparing the results of a series of studies that quantified the potential impacts in terms of percent change in land suitability, crop yields, and/or farmer incomes using dynamic crop growth models coupled with climate change scenarios. Although they mention in their review some of the geographic characteristics that affect the sensitivity of production to climate change in some regions (e.g., soil quality or propensity to waterlogging), the determinant of vulnerability in this research is the projected impact—in terms of loss in yield, income, or land area—moderated by the adaptive potential of the crop production region. In these and other similar studies, vulnerability is often implicitly or explicitly equated with an outcome of a relatively linear analysis that begins with characterizing a stressor and then moves to determining impacts and potential adjustments (4).
In the late 1990s, attention to the social drivers and institutional conditions that define differential sensitivity and capacities to environmental stress increased and an effort was made to distinguish impact-oriented research from vulnerability assessments (4, 19). This move has helped clarify that impact and vulnerability assessments are essentially complementary tasks in global change research; both are critical for understanding the challenges global change presents for human-environment systems.

**Political Economy/Political Ecology**

Political-economy and, more recently, political-ecology approaches to vulnerability have in some sense evolved from and often in response to risk-hazard assessments of climate impacts and disasters (20). Hewitt’s (21) highly influential critique of an overly technocratic emphasis in traditional natural hazards research (*Interpretations of Calamity*) inspired a subsequent generation of political-economy research on vulnerability and disasters. Developing from roots in structuralist and neo-Marxist thought (22), today’s vulnerability research in a political-economy or political-ecology framework is characterized by analyses of social and economic processes, with interacting scales of causation and of social difference: Why are particular populations vulnerable? How are they vulnerable? And, importantly, who precisely is vulnerable (23)?

Political-economy perspectives on vulnerability emphasize the sociopolitical, cultural, and economic factors that together explain differential exposure to hazards, differential impacts, and, most importantly, differential capacities to recuperate from past impacts and/or to cope and adapt to future threats. Sen’s (24) concepts of entitlements and capabilities (central concerns of food security, livelihood security, and contemporary development theory) have served as the cornerstones to much of this work and have provided a theoretical bridge to research on poverty alleviation and food security (3, 4, 25). In a seminal article in 1993, Bohle et al. (25) argued that vulnerability could be conceived as a “space” delimited by political economy, entitlements, and empowerment. Their emphasis on historical processes and the dynamic nature of vulnerability inspired others to broaden the scope of vulnerability analysis to examine the context of human-environment relations. Liverman (26), for example, illustrated that differential outcomes in crop yields during drought periods in Mexico were strongly associated with differential land tenure and historical biases in farmers’ access to productive resources and could not be explained simply through precipitation patterns.

In this literature, vulnerability is not an outcome but rather a state or condition of being—and a very dynamic one at that (27, 28)—moderated by existing inequities in resource distribution and access, the control individuals can exert over choices and opportunities, and historical patterns of social domination and marginalization. To some extent, these perspectives on risk and vulnerability have been synthesized in the “Pressure and Release” model of Blaikie et al. (20). This model emphasizes the underlying causes of disaster and the social production of risk and has been widely used in emergency management (20).
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Political-ecology research explores vulnerability with respect to broad processes of institutional and environmental change. It shares the emphasis of political-economy perspectives on the importance of scale, politics, and economic and social processes in explanations of human-environmental interactions and outcomes. Whereas political-economic analyses of vulnerability tend to downplay the explanatory power of physical processes, political ecologists argue for a more balanced consideration of both biophysical and social dynamics, with explicit attention to the representation of those dynamics in policy and decision making (1, 29).

Both perspectives focus on the political dimensions of vulnerability, highlighting social inequities and points of conflict within societies. Their assessments thus tend to be more sensitive to issues of power than traditional risk-hazard approaches (1). This research also tends to focus on specific places within a broader context of historical, political, and biophysical conditions of hazards and risks. Although these contributions are substantial, the challenge of developing theory and generalizable lessons from political-economy/ecology research remains (9). One could also argue that in the absence of a clearly defined vulnerability outcome, some research conducted within this framework has produced generic descriptions of inequities in resource distribution and opportunity without demonstrating ties to differential susceptibility to harm.

Ecological Resilience

The concept of ecological resilience is a relatively new addition to the discourse on vulnerability. It has contributed to a productive exchange of ideas about assessing and understanding vulnerability not only in relation to global environmental change, but also more broadly in relation to a variety of stresses and shocks acting on and within coupled human-environment systems. In this paradigm vulnerability is seen as a dynamic property of a system in which humans are constantly interacting with the biophysical environment.

As defined by Holling in a seminal paper in 1973, ecological resilience refers to the “ability to absorb change and disturbance and still maintain the same relationships” that control a system’s behavior (30, p. 14). This core idea has been further characterized to include the capacity to reorganize while undergoing change so as to preserve structure and function (31). Holling contrasted this definition with the more common definition that he classified as engineering resilience or the ability of a system to return to a predisturbed state after a temporary disturbance (32).

Contrary to the earlier view that natural systems exist at or near a single equilibrium, ecologists now recognize that ecosystems often exhibit non- (33) and multi-equilibrium dynamics (34–36) and are continually affected by stochastic forces of nature (hurricanes, droughts). These dynamic processes are apparent in rangeland ecosystems, for example, where movement among stable states such as annual grass, perennial grass, and woody shrub populations is driven by such natural disturbances as climate variability, fire, and herbivory (37–39).
Ecological resilience focuses researchers and resource managers on understanding processes of change, on identifying thresholds, and on the underlying factors that allow natural systems to absorb disturbance. In contrast to the anthropocentric focus of political-ecology approaches, resilience approaches have tended to give predominant weight to the implications of social and environmental change across the broader geographic space, reducing human activity to just one of the driving forces and humans themselves as only one of the affected species. Chapin et al. (40), for example, explore the resilience of the Arctic region as a coupled human-environment system, arguing for resource management strategies that enhance the resilience of the broader northern landscape rather than specific properties or resources within that landscape. The ultimate goal is to sustain “those fundamental features of northern systems that are most important to society,” including industrial resources, biological processes, and the knowledge and needs of human populations (40, p. 344).

Timmerman (41) was among the first to bring resilience theory to the social sciences, arguing that the vulnerability of a society to hazards is a product of rigidity resulting from the evolution of science, technology, and social organization. In this light, resilience researchers have recommended adopting “adaptive co-management” strategies for human-managed resource systems to enhance their resilience to surprise and shocks (34). These community-based resource systems are intended to enable dynamic learning and to enhance the flow of different sources and types of knowledge across scales of governance (42–44), although questions have been raised over how well these concepts translate in practice to analyzing the vulnerability of social systems more broadly. In part, these concerns relate to operationalizing the concept of resilience for the analysis of complex social systems (45) and the utility of resilience on a practical level in preventing and reducing social sensitivity to disasters (6). Some have also argued that social resilience is essentially an attribute of communities and regions, not of individuals or households (46), challenging the use of resilience in assessments at the household scale.

RECENT VULNERABILITY RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

In the following discussion of the recent empirical literature, we illustrate that, although many methods and approaches are used in vulnerability assessments, they can be seen as complementary: each focuses on a particular aspect of the vulnerability puzzle. We hope that viewing the literature in this way will lead to more collaboration and integration across research frameworks and disciplinary divides. Our perspective is synthesized in the table in the section Integrating Approaches.

Identifying Thresholds of Harm

Over the past decade, concepts from both the ecological-resilience and political-economy literatures have been incorporated into impact assessments in recognition
of the multiple causes and consequences of social and environmental change, thus speaking directly to the central concerns of vulnerability research. The identification of critical thresholds of significant damage has become part of the shared agenda of these expanded impact assessments, reflecting a broader effort to articulate concretely what is meant by harm (47–50). Ecological resilience analyses often explicitly define thresholds between multiple states of ecological systems. For example, in their study of eutrophication of freshwater lakes, Carpenter et al. (50a) and others define the resilience of a lake in terms of its susceptibility to crossing a threshold from a clear-water system to a turbid-water state.

In relation to managed ecosystems, Jones (47) has argued for the importance of calculating the probability that a specific combination of climate factors will lead to a significant response from the system under study. Significant responses equate to impact thresholds that define shifts in states (as in ecosystem functioning) or in levels of performance (as in economic production) and can change over time, reflecting the evolution of the system and its environment. Identification of such thresholds can provide stakeholders with a reference point from which to measure future vulnerability, allowing them to assess the degree of risk that they need to avoid through adaptation.

In the context of climate change research, the use of coupled and nested process models have allowed for increasingly sophisticated simulations of future impacts and system responses and thus the identification of ecological thresholds of significant change. Christensen et al. (51) used the SAVANNA grassland model to simulate the interacting effects of livestock grazing and climatic change on grassland productivity in Mongolia and to identify the thresholds of shifts in ecosystem states under various levels of livestock management and intensities of resource use. This research goes beyond a simple formula of dose response in order to account for multiple drivers and stimuli operating at different scales on the system of concern and to determine the feedback loops among these drivers. This study, together with others, also suggests the types of dangerous scenarios in which impacts may be sudden and irreversible (40, 52, 53). Internationally, scientists are increasingly focused on defining dangerous thresholds of climatic change in order to set appropriate emissions reduction targets (54). However, defining what constitutes “dangerous” is not a simple matter as it is not ultimately a science question but rather a value judgement.

Identifying such thresholds for social systems is complicated by the relative and subjective nature of risk and its variance in meaning among human populations (50, 55). Analyses of economic viability are one way to explore the concept of thresholds in socioeconomic systems. For example, Antle et al. (56) explore the economic returns to farming as thresholds to evaluate the vulnerability of northern Great Plains farm systems. Using coupled-process models, they evaluate changes in the net economic returns to farmers’ annual production cycles as climate changes, with and without adaptation. Drawing from actual databases of land-use history, soils, and climate, they argue that their model reflects the existing heterogeneity of farm systems in the region and thus better captures the complex response patterns
that may be expected under climate change. The challenge is finding appropriate measures of thresholds for systems that may not respond directly to market signals or for which persistence is determined more by institutional factors than by environmental or economic criteria alone.

**Identifying Causal Processes and Explaining Attributes of Vulnerable Systems**

A mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods has been employed to explain the complexity of social and institutional drivers of vulnerability and to determine which combinations of attributes best characterize the vulnerability of specific populations in particular places. Because authors tend to start with the assumption that social/institutional factors are primary drivers of vulnerability, a full characterization of the probability and nature of the types of outcomes expected for a population is often not considered essential (4). The contribution of political-ecology, livelihood, and resilience research has been particularly helpful in this line of investigation. Sustainable livelihood analysis, for example, emerged in economic development research as a means of reducing chronic poverty through documenting the dynamics of environmental and social relations at the household level (57). It has proven to be a useful tool in environmental change research by facilitating the differentiation of vulnerable populations according to their assets and entitlements, the identification of assets critical for coping with and adapting to risk, and the linking of livelihood strategies to the opportunities and constraints of the broader institutional and biophysical environment (4). Theoretical research in this vein has highlighted broad and dynamic processes of economic and social change—both historical and ongoing—as sources of uncertainty, inequity, and risk (28, 58–59). Much of the case study literature adopts inductive and often participatory methods (60–62).

Given that the units of analysis are typically individuals or population groups (e.g., households or communities), the scope of analysis in these studies is not bound by sector or resource but rather reflects the fluid and diversified nature of human activity and social relations in particular places. Pelling (62), for example, interprets the contemporary vulnerability of urban populations in Guyana to floods through an analysis of the economic swings and political-power struggles that structured coastal development over several centuries. His survey and interview data reveal that the control of political elites over community organization inhibited the development of the forms of social capital necessary to reduce households’ sensitivity to floods (63). He concludes that flood vulnerability is as much “outcomes of political discourse” as the consequence of environmental change and posits that vulnerability will be reduced only through improving the process of decision making over resource use and allocation (62, p. 258).

Other recent work focuses on adaptive capacity as a concept to explain observed differences in vulnerability. Vásquez-Léon et al. (61) illustrate how resource policy, ethnicity, and class have defined farmers’ differential capacities to buffer their
livelihoods from stress on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border. Similarly, through comparative case studies, Eakin (60, 64) shows how new uncertainties in resource access, induced by neoliberal policy reforms, have altered farmers’ choice sets, in some cases narrowing their flexibility to address climate risk. Assessing the vulnerability of Vietnamese coastal communities, Adger (27) uses poverty and the dependence of livelihoods on climate-sensitive economic activities as a proxy for household sensitivity to climatic stress. He describes how Vietnam’s liberalization program (Doi Moi) has both eroded collective coastal protection schemes and increased incomes and resilience for some population groups. Together these case studies call into question common assumptions about the relationship among indicators such as wealth, diversity, participation, equality, and local vulnerability, and this research highlights the critical role played by institutional change, policy, and social capital in individual and group vulnerability. Importantly, these studies also make headway into understanding the meaning of harm or damage in emic terms, rather than in terms defined a priori by the researcher.

Linking Attributes to Outcomes

A third body of literature has been dedicated to the development of vulnerability metrics. The focus of this research has been on the articulation of a quantitative function that can be used in a variety of settings to reliably link system attributes (principally biophysical and economic) to vulnerability outcomes (e.g., yield decline, loss in land value or economic returns, or a decline in resource quality) (65–67). The need to use available datasets in this work makes it difficult to capture more subtle and complex dimensions of vulnerability, such as the internal and even physiological characteristics of sensitivity and loss that are so critical for coping and survival (55, 68). For global change research, there is a need for metrics that are indicative of future states. For example, researchers interested in adaptive capacity as a primary attribute of vulnerability propose that indicators such as youth education levels and investment in health are indicative of potential future capacities and states of being (68a). These indicators do not, however, adequately address the need for measures that reflect the dynamic nature of vulnerability in both its manifestation and its causes (68b, 68c).

Yet, one of the advantages of developing a specific metric is the potential, at least in theory, to test relationships ex post using numerical analyses or empirical data to estimate a system’s resilience or vulnerability to specific threats (30, 69, 70). For example, one of the important contributions of the study on the vulnerability of lakes to eutrophication by Carpenter et al (50a) was the development of a set of empirical and theoretical models to link slowly changing variables such as soil nutrient levels (identified as key processes driving vulnerability) to the outcome of lake eutrophication (50a).

Luers et al. (65) and Luers (48) propose a generic metric of vulnerability based on established functional relationships between biophysical stressors (e.g., climate variability and change) and measures of vulnerability outcomes (e.g., specific
damages in agricultural yield and income). They conceptualize vulnerability in terms of the system’s state relative to a threshold beyond which the system is assumed to be damaged, the system’s sensitivity, and the frequency distribution of the stressor (exposure). Using remotely sensed data and a geographic information system (GIS), they apply their model to the vulnerability of wheat yields to temperature change and price fluctuations in Mexico’s Yaqui Valley. They use their metric of vulnerability to link farmers’ management practices and soil characteristics to vulnerability levels observed in the wheat yields (65).

Mapping Vulnerability

Following from research on vulnerability metrics and indicators, mapping the distribution of vulnerability—either in terms of attributes of sensitivity, exposure or capacity, or in terms of outcomes and impacts—has become a central tool for communicating the results of vulnerability research to other academics, researchers, policy makers, and the community at large. Maps of exposure to environmental and technological risk have long been used in disaster management, and now the development of spatially referenced indicators such as the Social Vulnerability Index in the United States (71) has enabled disaster mapping to become increasingly sophisticated in the spatial representation of other aspects of vulnerability. Many vulnerability assessments today, including several of the studies described above, are making extensive use of GIS and remotely sensed environmental data to ground theoretical analyses of vulnerability in spatially specific evaluations of risk (65, 66, 72, 73). For example, Peterson (70) uses a probabilistic model to estimate the relative resilience or vulnerability of a landscape to a shift in vegetation. In this study, resilience is defined as the probability that a given ecological state will persist. Peterson used a simulation model of northern Florida forest dynamics to map the vulnerability of landscape vegetation shifts from pyrogenic longleaf pine (Pinus palustris) savanna to mesic oak (Quercus spp.) forest—a dynamic largely regulated by wildfires.

Other studies have focused on mapping the theoretical determinants of vulnerability in an effort to illustrate spatially the distribution of differential capacities and sensitivities. In this type of work, the selection and definition of the spatial scale of analysis is a crucial issue, as the weight and relevance of particular indicators change with scale and degree of data aggregation (74). O’Brien et al. (72), for example, use a GIS to explore the exposure of Indian farm populations to both global economic change and climate change. Through the creation of adaptive-capacity and sensitivity indices using existing socioeconomic and biophysical databases in combination with a downscaled general circulation model, the authors superimpose maps of vulnerability to globalization over those showing vulnerability to climate change to illustrate the double exposure of populations to these stresses (75). To interpret the spatial relationships they observe, they employ case studies using surveys and interviews to explain the interaction of globalization and climate on the livelihoods of particular local populations. The challenge remains, however,
for this and most mapping exercises to account for the dynamic nature of vulnerability and to represent spatially some indicators (e.g., social capital, institutional relations) that may well be the determinant of vulnerability in particular places. O’Brien et al. also point out that maps can imply abrupt rather than more realistic “fuzzy” boundaries of vulnerability across space and can mask the diversity of vulnerability states at different scales of analysis.

Ranking and Comparing Vulnerability

Over the past decade, several projects have compared and even ranked vulnerability across regions, countries, and populations, with the objective of aiding governmental bodies and other organizations in the allocation of resources for vulnerability reduction. This exercise has been particularly important in climate change research. On the basis of primarily national-level data (76–78), these attempt to monitor either the coincidence of hypothesized drivers of vulnerability (as measured by incidences of disaster, mortality, or morbidity) to climate-related stressors (73, 78) or the susceptibility of a population to such impacts (e.g., incidences of disaster, mortality, or morbidity) to climate-related stressors. Ranking and comparing vulnerability across countries, however, is challenged by everything from the quality of the available data, to the selection and creation of indicators, to the assumptions used in weighting of variables and the mathematics of aggregation. There are also problems in the interpretation of indices and the need for constant updating of the resulting vulnerability scores in order to reflect the dynamic nature of the subject. In the context of climate change, for example, can one compare the vulnerability of Haiti, an island state, to Burundi, a land-locked country? Can impacts of environmental change on the well-being of a farmer in Germany and another in Nicaragua be measured with the same variables?

Among researchers attempting such comparisons, Moss et al. (78) combined proxies for national sensitivity and adaptive capacity derived from international environmental and human development databases to create an index showing national vulnerability to climate change. Their ranking of countries proved to be sensitive to the selection the specific proxy variables, the baseline values of these proxies, as well as to whether vulnerability was indexed to the United States or a world-average value. They were concerned that the high degree of subnational variability in some proxies was lost in the creation of national-level indicators, thus masking potentially important subnational vulnerability processes (78, p. 26).

Critically, the significance—the importance weights—of particular indicators can vary significantly from place to place, depending on cultural characteristics, domestic policy, or other issues difficult to perceive in aggregated data. Brooks and coworkers (77) create a climate change vulnerability index in which the significance of indicators is tested through a process of statistical correlation with a risk outcome (mortality to climate hazards as quantified in a global database). They compare two methods of weighting the indicators in the creation of their vulnerability index: first, a process in which all indicators are weighted equally and,
second, a process that derives indicator weights from consultation with experts. Although their ranking exercise does not produce surprising results in terms of the rank location of particular countries (here, national income appears determinant), it does provide interesting results regarding the importance of particular complex social variables—governance and institutional structures, for example—in overall vulnerability scores.

Participation and Policy Linkages

Increasingly the participation of existing or potentially vulnerable populations in the evaluation of their vulnerability is recognized as essential if assessments are to be useful for policy makers (82). Disaster management experts have argued that enabling communities to define their own susceptibility to loss and then empowering them to address that susceptibility is critical for disaster reduction (83, 84). Merely labeling a population vulnerable, for example, may be one further step in a long history of marginalization and disempowerment for some social groups (83).

Achieving effective participation in assessments is fraught with difficulties—not least because vulnerable populations may be institutionally and economically invisible and disenfranchised. Despite the challenges, some vulnerability assessments have aimed to be explicitly stakeholder driven. The Climate Assessment for the Southwest United States, for example, used workshops, interviews, and surveys with local experts, decision makers, and different economic groups (e.g., ranchers, water users and managers, forest fire managers) to establish a scientific agenda to evaluate vulnerability to climate variability and change that corresponded to the information needs of stakeholders (85). By establishing a clearing house, the project has formalized communication channels, tailoring scientific output to meet local decision-making needs. The researchers acknowledge the difficulty of integrating disciplinary perspectives within the research team as well as between the scientists and the various types of decision makers in the region. However, they also argue their approach is essential to ensure that its outputs are applied to reduce regional vulnerability to climatic extremes (86).

Other assessments have used expert knowledge and stakeholder input to help address the inherent uncertainties in anticipating future socioeconomic change and vulnerability. Lorenzoni et al. (87) in collaboration with local experts and sector representatives developed downscaled climate change impact scenarios for East Anglia, United Kingdom, in order to better understand the interaction of both climate and social stresses in decision making. Their “coevolutionary approach” uses qualitative, plausible social scenarios in combination with the outputs of climatic change models in a participative process with stakeholders to outline the important feedbacks and possible synergies among climatic stressors, nonclimatic stressors, and socioeconomic change. On the basis of this participatory process, they qualitatively mapped the pathways of current decisions and actions into the future to create grounded scenarios of future vulnerability (88).
CURRENT CHALLENGES IN VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

Collectively, the literature reviewed in the previous section has pointed to a series of challenges—logistical, theoretical, and conceptual—facing the development of vulnerability research. We have selected a few of these for explicit consideration in future vulnerability assessments.

- Addressing multiple, interacting stressors
- Capturing socioeconomic and biophysical uncertainty
- Accounting for cross-scale influences and outcomes
- Emphasizing equity and social justice

Addressing Multiple and Interacting Stressors

How to identify and evaluate the diversity of stressors most relevant to a vulnerability assessment remains a central question of what Cutter has called “vulnerability science” (8) and has been featured in many of the recent vulnerability assessments mentioned above. The rapid and devastating spread of infectious diseases such as HIV, Ebola, or SARS; the occurrence of war and civil strife; and the disturbing increases in economic marginalization and social inequality accompanying globalization are now all being tied to environmental factors and the production and reduction of climate vulnerability in local places (55, 68b, 89). Several international research and policy initiatives have been launched to formally address these linkages under the rubric of “human-environment security” (see, for example, the World Conservation Union’s Human Security/Environment program, the Global Environmental Change and Human Security Project, and the Environmental Security program of the International Institute of Sustainable Development).

Although the links among these disparate processes make intuitive sense, demonstrating them empirically and determining the relative importance of different causal processes on vulnerability are quite difficult. There are still large uncertainties, for example, in connecting social conflict with climate (90) and disease outbreaks with climate (91). O’Brien et al.’s model of double exposure as applied to India (72) (described above) is attractive in that it captures visually the idea of overlapping stressors on a population, yet the nature of the interaction, the relative importance of distinct stressors for particular systems at any given time, and the possible nonlinear responses of a system to multiple stressors remain elusive.

The long-range temporal perspective and interdisciplinary methods of some of the recent work on resilience have offered some insights into these complex interactions and their implications for present-day human activities, ecosystem dynamics, and environmental quality. Analyses of sustainable livelihoods have also offered more refined understandings of what types of diverse stressors matter to particular populations and how these stressors combine to affect response strategies (e.g., 60, 92). Ultimately, although it is increasingly accepted that
“single-stressor–single-outcome” approaches (e.g., the impact of doubled CO$_2$ on crop yield) fail to capture the reality of vulnerability for most systems, much more research is needed on how to best elucidate the implications of global environmental change for particular systems in multistressor contexts.

Capturing Socioeconomic and Biophysical Uncertainty

Vulnerability assessment not only involves multivariate analysis but also demands a consideration of the high degree of uncertainty and surprise in both human and biophysical systems (8). Although, as Berkhout argues, “the future has to be seen as mutable, and to some extent at least, created out of purposive decisions and actions in the present” (93, p. 166), many vulnerability assessments demand assertions about future states. Furthermore, if the system in question does not effectively recognize signals of change, there is a greater possibility of maladaptations and ineffective responses to stress as those changes unfold (94).

The approach of adaptive management, as discussed in much of the resilience literature, may provide some lessons for making policy and institutions more flexible in the face of uncertainty (95, 96). These lessons may eventually lead to the identification of specific indicators of the future capacity of particular systems to confront stress. Patt et al. (97) point out that time is the critical variable: Current methods for projecting and validating evaluations of future capacities, sensitivities, and responses on the basis of present patterns of resource distribution are unlikely to be sufficiently reliable to aid decision makers.

Vulnerable systems and populations are also themselves sources of environmental change at different scales, adding to uncertainty in assessments (1). The successful responses of some exposure units to present-day environmental stress may enhance the sensitivities of systems at broader scales or may result in critical feedback loops that increase their future vulnerability. Mapping such “nested and networked” vulnerabilities may provide valuable insights into the coproduction of vulnerability and opportunity across the globe as adaptation processes occur simultaneously (98).

Exercises in future visioning (99) and recent experiments with the use of multiagent-based modeling in exploring land-use change (100) and seasonal climate-forecasting use (101, 102) have attempted to capture some of this complexity. Agent-based methods attempt to use decision rules to capture the interaction of actors in specific environments over time. These methods essentially enable the inherent uncertainty in human-environment interaction to become part of the evolution of the system, potentially allowing researchers and stakeholders to perceive unexpected or emergent outcomes. These and other dynamic decision models hold some promise as tools for illustrating how individual actions can contribute to cumulative change at broader scales and for discussing the desirability of these scenarios of change with stakeholders. More work is required in this area, however, particularly considering the new international interest in building adaptive capacity as part of policy to reduce vulnerability in particular geographic contexts (82).
Cross-Scalar Influences and Outcomes

One of the outstanding conclusions emerging from the recent history of vulnerability analysis is the scale-dependent nature of vulnerability. Wilbanks & Kates (103) outline six arguments for the importance of scale in global change research, and they illustrate how climate change affects different scale domains (e.g., global, regional, large areas, and local) differentially according to whether one is addressing issues of response, impacts, or the direct or proximate causes of climate change. Tools for addressing the problem of scale such as downscaling, nested economic models, and geographic information systems have often been limited by data constraints, modeling capabilities, and the lack of appropriate integrating frameworks (104).

Scale is not only a concern of the unit of analysis in research but also an issue of compatibility with decision making. Cash & Moser (105) argue that scientific assessments often are implemented at geographic scales that are incongruous with the scale at which management occurs. Clark et al. (106) propose selecting the scales at which vulnerability assessments should take place according to the scales at which social-environmental interactions are particularly intense or problematic and at which such interactions are managed. This proposal reflects a pragmatic approach to vulnerability research in which the needs of stakeholders and decision makers are explicit in the assessment design, and scale concerns are driven by these interests. Increasingly, however, there may be a need to question the utility of defining and analyzing vulnerability in terms of bounded economic sectors, regions, or population groups that inevitably define the geographic scale and scope of vulnerability assessments. In fact, vulnerability may be manifest precisely in the complex process of interactions within and between sectors, spatial and temporal scales, and human-environmental systems (106).

Equity and Justice

There is now widespread recognition that the challenges of managing global environmental and social change are embedded in questions of equity, justice, and ethics (107–110). Regardless of the approach employed, research addressing vulnerability is undeniably grounded in human values attached to particular systems, populations, and places. Action is taken to enhance the resilience of the Mongolian steppes, Amazon watershed, or coastal populations in Vietnam because these systems are demonstrated to be of value ecologically, economically, and socially. The concept of vulnerability also gives rise to issues of social responsibility, in terms of both the obligations of those who inflict harm on others (111) and also in terms of the implied responsibility of governments toward populations particularly susceptible to loss within their jurisdiction. Although rarely made explicit, such issues of values underlie any assessment of vulnerability, raising questions about whose values drive policy decisions and what the consequences of policy action will be for particular peoples and places. However, as Brown (112) argues in his discussion of greenhouse gas mitigation policy, the essential ethical content of global
change research is often lost in debates dominated by questions of economic and scientific fact and certainty.

O’Brien (113) proposes that by framing climate change research in terms of equity, the links between vulnerability, development processes, and human security outcomes become more tangible, and policy responses will be more likely to address directly the fundamental issues of concern in vulnerability research. Sarewitz et al. debate this problem, noting that addressing risk—a concept to which cost-benefit analyses and discount rates can be applied—is often far more politically palatable than dealing with vulnerability: "risk turns more heads and grabs more headlines than vulnerability" (114, p. 809). They reject a limited focus on risk, however, arguing that “in a human rights context, issues of cost/benefit and debates over uncertainty not only lose their centrality but are rendered inappropriate” (114, p. 810).

In short, it is clear that the social context of vulnerability—particularly the institutional and political-economic dimensions of the problem—is not simply the domain in which environmental change and/or extreme events occur but rather is an integral part of vulnerability. Vulnerability demands assessments in which values are made explicit, entitlements are reviewed and questioned, and new mechanisms for addressing existing inequities are implemented. Improving vulnerability assessments in this way may well mean incorporating a greater diversity of academic perspectives, including the humanities, while also developing new tools for effective incorporation of nonacademic voices in vulnerability research.

INTEGRATING APPROACHES

The lack of a comprehensive, widely applicable theory or framework to guide both analyses and programmatic efforts for vulnerability reduction has become the bane of vulnerability research. Various models have been proposed over the past few decades, addressing to different degrees the issues raised in the previous section (see, for example 7, 20, 25). Below, we provide two recent proposals for integrated vulnerability analysis selected not because of their widespread usage or demonstrated success in addressing the challenges described above but rather because they represent contrasting approaches to improving the relevance of vulnerability analysis in decision making.

Research and Assessment Systems for Sustainability Science Program

One recent attempt to address all of these concerns is the vulnerability framework (SUST Framework) of the Research and Assessment Systems for Sustainability Science Program. This framework endeavors to integrate elements from risk/hazard approaches, entitlement analyses, and ecological theory into a single, multiscalar model of vulnerability (5). The unit of analysis or exposure in this
framework is the coupled human-environment system rather than a particular sector, ecosystem, population, or economic activity. The model presents vulnerability as a product of the simultaneous interaction of multiple biophysical and human processes, stresses, and shocks acting on the coupled system, which may respond nonlinearly and dynamically with multiple feedbacks across scales. Although both qualitative and quantitative data are used in the illustrative assessments explored for this model (e.g., satellite data, soil quality data, climate data, demographic and economic data, as well as data collected in interviews, surveys, and focus groups), the integration of the data and the overall system’s analysis is largely qualitative (115). The final outcome of the analysis is not necessarily the identification of present or future impacts on the system, or the identification of particularly vulnerable populations, but rather the illumination of the processes and interactions that are generating vulnerable conditions.

One of the primary aims of the SUST framework is to guide decision makers and practitioners through the key processes and feedbacks that create vulnerable conditions. However, in practice this goal is challenged by the complexity of the framework (115). Large interdisciplinary teams and significant financial resources may also be required in order to capture the full dynamics, as described in the framework, of any particular system selected for study, making the application of the framework difficult in resource-scarce regions. As others have illustrated, the challenge of undertaking place-based research while incorporating local to global interactions of both social and environmental processes, although increasingly viewed as essential in vulnerability research, is methodologically difficult (74).

The United Nations Development Programme

Adaptation Policy Framework

The persistent lack of one unifying framework and theory of vulnerability has led some to argue for a more pragmatic approach, one that embraces the inevitable diversity of vulnerability applications and thus the need for flexibility in indicators, methodology, and frameworks (116). This pragmatic approach to vulnerability assessments is epitomized in the United Nations Development Programme’s Adaptation Policy Framework (APF), which is intended to be used by stakeholders and researchers in developing countries to facilitate the process of adaptation to climate change (82).

The premise of the APF is that improving adaptive capacity is essential for mitigating vulnerability: Lack of capacity is, essentially, equivalent to vulnerability. Toward this goal, the APF outlines four general approaches: a climate hazards approach, a vulnerability-based approach, a policy-analysis approach, and an adaptive capacity approach (82). Instead of advocating the adoption of one conceptual framework, the APF argues for the selection of indicators, methods, and a unifying framework that best fits the scale and scope of the unit(s) of analysis, the available data, available resources, and goals of policy in the region in which the vulnerability analysis will be applied. The particular approach used would depend on the stage
of the analysis—whether the research team is characterizing present vulnerabilities, identifying future climate risks, evaluating adaptive capacities, or elaborating possible adaptation options—as well as the needs and resources available to the research team. In addressing vulnerability, the approach draws heavily from food security, sustainable livelihood, and poverty assessments, so it reflects an anthropocentric conception of vulnerability in which the people, their activities, their institutions, and the resource systems on which they depend are the center of analysis.

Arguing that vulnerability is fundamentally a relative phenomenon and not something that can be directly observed and measured, the APF’s technical paper on vulnerability assessment proposes the adoption of a common mathematical nomenclature for vulnerability (116). This mathematical nomenclature posits vulnerability in relational terms—in terms of the threat in question (e.g., climate change, hurricanes, and earthquakes) and of the sector, population, and impact or consequence of interest:

\[(T) V_{s,g,c}\]

where \(T\) is the threat, e.g., drought, climate change; \(s\) is the sector, e.g., health; \(g\) is the group, e.g., rural landless; and \(c\) is the consequence, e.g., loss of life.

The use of this nomenclature is expected to help stakeholders pinpoint precisely the type of vulnerability they are evaluating in ways that are most compatible with existing public policy. Various quantitative and qualitative methods are proposed for assessing the population’s sensitivity and for identifying the dynamic drivers of vulnerability at different spatial and temporal scales. The resulting output of the vulnerability assessment is the identification of presently vulnerable groups/sectors/systems/regions and the development pathways that lead to different scenarios of potential future vulnerability. The purpose of such an analysis is to help policy makers in defining where programmatic efforts to reduce vulnerability and facilitate adaptation should be made and in identifying what types of development paths might lead to greater vulnerability in the future.

A Road Map for Future Assessments

Conceivably the theoretical ambitions of the SUST framework and the pragmatism of the APF might work together, despite their distinct points of departure. What is required is a road map for assessment that facilitates the explicit consideration of ethics, scale, uncertainty, and multivariate and dynamic interactions without prescribing methods or a particular world view. The existing literature, reviewed in the previous sections, provides the outline for the road map, suggesting some central components of assessment and key questions that are critical for integrated perspectives on vulnerability. The APF, for example, emphasizes the need to define the system of analysis and exposure unit in relation to the needs of decision makers and in relation to specific negative outcomes that are to be avoided. In contrast, the SUST framework places more emphasis on exploring the interactions between the drivers acting on and within the system that lead to more (or less) sustainable
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outcomes. A combination of the two implies explicit attention to both the social values and desires that define the scope of analysis and units of exposure as well as a rigorous exploration of the dynamic, relational, and interactive aspects of vulnerability in coupled human-environment systems.

With the intention of providing synthesis across lineages and disciplines while also a way forward, we have identified a series of central components for vulnerability assessment and key research questions associated with each component (Table 2). Although several of the components we list are familiar, i.e., defining exposure units, sensitivities, capacities, and outcomes, we propose others that are perhaps less familiar but also, perhaps, more critical. These include making explicit the values that define the system and units of analysis in any assessment and, given those values, characterizing what is damage, loss, or harm to the system of concern. There is also a need for more attention to defining the complex interactions among drivers of change and among these drivers and the unit(s) of exposure. Central to this process is the characterization of thresholds that delineate harm. These thresholds will inevitably reflect values that may change or vary between populations and systems. Conceptual or quantitative models are needed to link units of exposure, specific stressors, and potential negative outcomes. Whereas in many outcome-oriented assessments vulnerability is evaluated in relation to a relatively narrow range of scenarios of harm, here we propose that assessments consider multiple scenarios of change to the system, each dependent on the cross-scalar and dynamic interactions of the drivers and units of exposure in the system in question. Stakeholders and policy makers can then identify scenarios to be avoided and work to reinforce the institutions that are most likely to lead to the preferred state(s) of the system.

CONCLUSION

The surge in interest in vulnerability in the 1990s has been driven in large part by the global environmental change community where there was a marked shift in focus from the diagnosis of impacts to an evaluation of the processes, conditions, and characteristics of systems that exacerbate sensitivity and inhibit adaptive response. This shift in focus can also be viewed as a convergence of three paradigms of vulnerability assessment, bringing together insights from diverse disciplines on global environmental change, natural disasters, and human-environmental interaction. Consequently, vulnerability research now exhibits increasing complexity and methodological diversity, as researchers explore and, in some cases, attempt to clarify the many uncertainties in the concept’s meaning and measurement.

The apparent lack of consistency in the use and meaning of the variety of concepts employed in vulnerability research contributes to impeding communication across disciplines and to inhibiting the full incorporation of relevant lessons from research on, for example, poverty, environmental quality, food security, resource management, or public administration and institutional development. Clarity in
TABLE 2  Core components of vulnerability assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment components</th>
<th>Key questions</th>
<th>Component featured in existing vulnerability approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition of the human-environment system</td>
<td>What is the scope of assessment?</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of the desired state(s) of system</td>
<td>Why do we care?</td>
<td>None adequately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What future is valued highly in this system?</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whose values are important and why?</td>
<td>H, P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of the exposure unit(s)</td>
<td>Who or what is (potentially) vulnerable?</td>
<td>R, H, P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of attributes of concern and definition of damage</td>
<td>What is dangerous or undesirable for the unit(s) of analysis?</td>
<td>R, H, P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is dangerous for the system of study?</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is the relationship between harm and the unit of study, and harm and the human-environment system?</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of proximate and underlying drivers of system</td>
<td>What social and biophysical factors are driving change in the system?</td>
<td>R, H, P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delineation of interactions among drivers</td>
<td>What are the immediate threats and how are they evolving?</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delineation of interactions between drivers and unit(s) of analysis</td>
<td>Where are the greatest uncertainties about the system’s change?</td>
<td>H, P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of differential capacities and sensitivities (considering fast and slow variables)</td>
<td>Who or what has least capacity to respond and why?</td>
<td>R, P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What explains differential capacities to cope and adapt?</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why and how do systems change?</td>
<td>H, P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of thresholds of change</td>
<td>How can a shift in the state of the system be observed?</td>
<td>R, H, P*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What indicators will signal that a threshold has been passed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How does the identified threshold relate to the desired state of the system or welfare of the unit(s) of exposure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model relationship between stressors, attributes, and outcomes</td>
<td>How does the system respond to stress?</td>
<td>R, H, P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterization of plausible outcomes of change; evaluation of relation of plausible outcomes to desired outcomes</td>
<td>What range of changes can be expected?</td>
<td>R, H*, P*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What outcomes are least tolerable?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who loses, who gains?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterization of actions to avoid undesired states</td>
<td>What actions can be taken now to increase future flexibility?</td>
<td>R*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What capacities are needed to enable desired response to change?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What policies are needed to support these capacities?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table highlights what we consider to be the core components of vulnerability assessment and their associated questions. The last column of this table shows where research in each of the three lineages has focused traditionally.

b Abbreviations: R, resilience; H, risk/hazard; P, political ecology/economy; *, to limited extent or not with the intention suggested in this table.
the identification of the unit and scale of analysis, intended audience, purpose of assessment, and aspect of vulnerability being addressed is helpful (e.g., Is the study defining underlying vulnerability drivers? immediate causes of negative outcomes? differential capacities to cope and adapt? differential sensitivities to impacts?). Such clarity inhibits overly ambitious research claims and facilitates meta-analyses and cross-case study comparisons. In part because of the lack of such clarity, the past decade has not produced any consensus on the best practice for vulnerability research.

That said, incremental progress has been made. In distinguishing vulnerability assessments from climate impact assessments, it is now recognized that vulnerability involves far more than its manifestation in loss and harm. The growing contribution of research from political ecology and ecological resilience has illuminated the importance of capacity, organization, and learning as well as cross-scalar linkages in both the production and reduction of vulnerability. It is also clear that, in part, the substantial differences in approach and method in vulnerability research can be attributed to the central questions of interest, the intended research audience, and the disciplinary composition and history of the research team. A significant challenge for the future is to develop research models that unite these disparate contributions coherently to support more effective policy and decision making in the area of vulnerability reduction. We hope that the simple road map we have provided here will be a first step in this direction.

Although the precise meaning of vulnerability and thus its identification and measurement remains a subject of debate, there appears to be some consensus about what vulnerability assessments should aim to do. Vulnerability is a relative concept: its cultural, political-economic, and physical geography is essential to its evaluation. Vulnerability assessments thus appear most successful—or perhaps most relevant—when they are conducted for defined human-environment systems, particular places, and with particular stakeholders in mind. Assessment of vulnerability is thus unlikely to be boiled down to a single recipe. The most constructive contributions from these assessments are likely to come from the recognition that the research process itself involves integration of paradigms and worldviews that are not easily reconcilable, and in that process, a considerable amount of humility is needed.

This humility is central to the inescapable ethical ambition of vulnerability research. Vulnerability is inherently about ethics and equity. The questions that vulnerability analyses raise about resource access, risk exposure, and opportunity to live safely and securely are also political. As we consider future scenarios, vulnerability research demands attention to the difficult questions of how and why populations are able to manage risk differently, and what the implications of decisions today will be for the vulnerability of ourselves and others tomorrow. For this reason, the institutional context of vulnerability is increasingly impossible to ignore, requiring new analytical methods and approaches and both critical and practical research stances to bridge the science/policy divide and facilitate the translation of theory into decision making and practice.
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